
Intercept X for Mac
Unmatched Mac Protection

Stop the latest cybersecurity threats to Mac devices with top-rated protection 
and unparalleled visibility. Intercept X combines advanced protection features 
such as anti-ransomware and malicious traffic detection with detailed XDR 
capabilities to answer critical IT operations and threat hunting questions.

Highlights
 Ì Stop the latest cybersecurity 

threats with top rated 
endpoint protection

 Ì Anti-ransomware technology 
that stops malicious 
encryption 

 Ì Performs threat hunting and 
IT ops security hygiene with 
XDR

 Ì Synchronized Security shares 
information in real time and 
automatically responds to 
incidents

 Ì Single management console 
for Mac devices and mixed 
estates

 Ì A single Intercept X user 
license applies to both Mac 
and Windows machines

 Ì Provides 24/7/365 security 
delivered as a fully managed 
service 

Advanced Protection
Stop dangerous ransomware attacks with CryptoGuard anti-ransomware functionality 
that detects and blocks the malicious encryption of files. Affected files are rolled back to a 
safe, unencrypted state so disruption to business is minimized. 

Malicious Traffic Detection (MTD) detects and blocks communications to command 
and control servers even when an endpoint is not on the corporate network. MTD also 
performs additional analysis of the process that generated the traffic to convict malware 
that has evaded other detection techniques.

Extended Detection and Response (XDR)
Sophos XDR provides better accuracy and reduced workload for organizations performing 
threat hunting and IT ops security hygiene. Starting with industry leading protection 
reduces unwanted noise, and a prioritized list of detections paired with AI-guided 
investigations makes it easy to know where to start and quickly act. Native endpoint, 
server, firewall, email, cloud, mobile and O365 integrations are available in the data lake, or 
pivot to the device for real-time state.

Synchronized Security
Intercept X shares information with Sophos network, mobile, WiFi, email, and encryption 
tools. It automatically responds to incidents by isolating infected endpoints, blocking the 
lateral movement of threats, scanning endpoints on detection of compromised mailboxes 
and more.

Simplify Management and Deployment
Sophos Central makes managing your devices easy. Policy management, alerts, and 
reporting are all accessed from the same screen. Sophos Central also provides default 
policies and recommended configurations to ensure that you get the most effective 
protection from day one. 

Secure Your Entire Estate 
Intercept protects your Mac devices wherever they are and makes it easy to manage 
them all from the same console. Secure devices that are physically on-premises or 
remote even in mixed (e.g. Mac and Windows) estates.
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Intercept X for Mac

Managed Threat Response (MTR)
Customers can choose to add 24/7 threat hunting, detection, and response delivered by a team of Sophos experts as a fully 
managed service. Sophos MTR analysts conduct threat hunting, investigate indicators of compromise, and respond to potential 
incidents.

Features
Intercept X Advanced Intercept X Advanced with XDR

ATTACK SURFACE REDUCTION

Web Security

Web Control/URL Category Blocking

Peripheral Control (e.g. USB)

Application Control

PRE-EXECUTION PREVENTION

Anti-Malware File Scanning

Potentially Unwanted Application (PUA) blocking

Live Protection

STOP RUNNING THREAT

CryptoGuard anti-ransomware

Malicious traffic detection

INVESTIGATE & REMEDIATE

Cross Estate Threat Hunting & IT Security Operations Hygiene (XDR)

Remote Terminal Access for further investigation and response (XDR)

Sophos Data Lake (XDR cloud data storage)

Threat Cases (Root Cause Analysis)

Synchronized Security Heartbeat

Try it now for free
Register for a free 30 day evaluation at 
sophos.com/interceptx
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